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INCREASE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY DUE TO REMOISTENING
Many digital printers are familiar with wavy and curled print products. Print shops do
not have to be satisfied with these quality losses. After the printing process, paper
must lie flat and be able to be processed without problems. The solution is to give the
paper back the moisture it has lost through drying processes. WEKO offers a conditioning unit for rewetting the paper web for digital printing machines from all renowned
manufacturers - the WEKO-DigiCon.
Following up the positive experience with Ricoh’s VC60000 Zalsman Innovative Print
decided to purchase a new Ricoh VC70000 in 2018. With this new machine Zalsman
Zalsman B.V.

Innovative Print made a major innovative step in quality and speed again. Therefore
new inks have been developed to ensure maximum efficiency in quality and speed.

Steinfurtstraat 1

The drying capacity was increased to get the inkjet inks dry even up to speeds of 150

8028 PP Zwolle

meters a minute.

Netherlands
Zalsman produce a wide range of quality products, this on normal paper grades equal
www.zalsman.nl

to the qualities of paper in offset printing. No use is made of pre-coatings, in digital
print still a particularly delicate process which is possible on the new printing line. Print
quality itself is no longer an issue, images look outstanding on all coated and uncoated
substrates. The extra drying capacity required at the speed of printing on the new
innovative machine led to new challenges coming up.
The challenge to print and finish all substrates without waviness and paper
curl. Also static electricity had to be eliminated for efficient finishing.
Before installation of the new machine WEKO was selected for the remoistening.
Where as substrates on the older printing line were wetted also both-sided, with the
installation of the chosen WEKO-Digicon 22 DP there now was a possibility to
moisture printed substrates on two sides with different amount each side, which is a
big improvement and also necessary with the new speeds and substrates against Paper
Curl.
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Peter Hup (Manager Operations) from Zalsman said: „WEKO is the perfect partner for
advice and support, on our production location we’ve done intensive testing for a few
days with the help and support of the people of WEKO. These tests have shown
incredible results. Even on critical Gloss coated substrates printed at high speed. With
the right settings the substrate came out of the cut/stack line with excellent flatness.
With the moistening possibilities which are possible on the WEKO Digicon DP quality
issues related to waving, curling and static electricity - which are common in the digital
high speed inkjet rotation printing technology- belong to the past. A big step forward
in terms of quality and efficiency in digital high volume print again. Our experience is
that Inkjet rotation printers and the WEKO Digicon 22 DP is an excellent
combination.“
PAPER CONDITIONING BY REMOISTENING IN CONTINUOUS DIGITAL PRINTING
In coating and printing processes paer loses it´s original properties through the
influence of heat, e.g. when the coating dries, and respons by: paper curl, waviness,
electrostatic charging and paper break during folding.
The WEKO Solution
WEKO-DigiCon optimizes the product quality and improves the efficientcy of your
continuous digital printing production.
WEKO-Fluid-Application (WFA) optimizes the product quality and improves the
efficiency of your production. A very consistent and precise fluid application by the
WFA conditions the paper and compensates for paper variations and thereby ensures
production in an optimal manner. Therefore, not only perfect running and stacking
characteristics and an exact flatness of the paper is maintained, but it also remains
dimensionally stable.

Photo: An accurate flatness without paper curl, waviness and static charge in front (130 gsm gloss coated).
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